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1. ___ identified nine species of Federal political system

     	--->> Daniel Elazar

     	      Dicey

     	      Watts

     	      John Locke

2. The Judiciary exist only at the Federal and state levels in Nigeria

     	      partially true

     	--->> 

     	      

     	      None of the above

3. ___ is the existence of multi socio-linguistic divergencies

     	--->> Diversity

     	      Heterogeneity

     	      Federalism

     	      Culture

4. The Principle of ____ is based on notion of the liberty of the federating unit

     	      freedom

     	      Revolution

     	--->> Autonomy

     	      Diversity

5. Intergovernmental relations in Brazil is based on ___

     	--->> Cooperative Federalism
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     	      Accomodative Federalism

     	      Collaboration Federalism

     	      None of the above

6. There are ____ main structures of the realm of Federalism

     	      5

     	      4

     	--->> 3

     	      2

7. Herogeneity, Diversity and accomodation are the major characteristics of a__

     	--->> Federal states

     	      Hybrid states

     	      Confederal states

     	      Unitary states

8. The main institutions of federalism are

     	      Legislative

     	      Judiciary

     	      The Executive

     	--->> Civil service

9. The major functions of the Legislature is

     	      Law making

     	--->> All of the above

     	      Financial function

     	      Judicial function

10. The institutional arrangement in Brazil's political system is

     	      None of the Above
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     	--->> Majoritarian and Consociative

     	      minority arrangement

     	      Intergovernmental relation
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